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Course Description  
 
 
 

Journalism Masterclass  
 

 

Dates Saturday 3 and Sunday 4 February 2018 

Times 10.30–17.00  

Location Harry M Weinrebe Learning Centre 

Level Beginners and those with some previous experience   

Class size Maximum 16 participants 

 
 

Course description 

Perfect your journalism writing at the British Library, home to the UK’s news collections including 

print, radio, television and web. Our two-day masterclass will help you develop the skills possessed by 

successful journalists. We’ll cover the building blocks of effective journalism and help you find original 

angles for the stories you want to tell. Over the weekend we’ll explore research methods, story 

structures, and how to use language to create impact. You’ll learn how to produce eye-catching 

headlines, create interesting and engaging copy, and develop appropriate writing styles for a variety 

of platforms including magazines, press and web. 
 

Our course is designed to help you develop editorial judgement and improve your writing techniques 

by focusing on selection and prioritisation. We’ll also cover accuracy, ethics and fairness, and how to 

use some of the latest story telling tools now available to journalists. 

 

Saturday: Getting to the heart of the story 

Our weekend starts with news stories. We’ll introduce techniques to help you prioritise news 

information, and explore different story structures. With our expert guidance, you’ll research and 

develop stories that are meaningful to you. We’ll investigate the variety of sources available to 

today’s journalists, and how to assess information for relevance and accuracy. You’ll also hear from 

from journalist, writer and presenter Zoë Howe, who’ll share her expertise in two specific genres of 

journalism: biography and music journalism. 
 

By the end of our first day, you’ll have produced exciting and original copy, and be comfortable with 

fast, accurate research and writing techniques. 

 

Sunday: Multi-platform journalism 

On our second day we’ll introduce more complex linear and non-linear storytelling, for different 

platforms. You’ll learn how to adapt your story for press, online, audio and video, and experiment 

with the varied techniques involved. These will range from shooting video and recording interviews, 

to condensing a complex story down to a few characters for social media. You’ll then refine your 

story for your chosen audience and platform, questioning that your work is accurate, honest and fair. 
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By the end of our masterclass you’ll be able to research and produce news content effectively, 

employing a range of standard reporting and journalistic techniques. You’ll have the skills to identify 

and exploit the most appropriate medium with which to share your stories, and be aware of how 

accuracy, ethics, fairness and context are integral to good journalism. 
 

Our second day closes with an informal discussion, enjoyed with a glass of wine.  

 
 

Tutors 
 

Mhairi Campbell is a former BBC journalist and Commercial Radio news editor. She has worked 

across radio, press, television and web, interviewing a diverse range of figures from Baroness Howe 

and Simon Armitage, to Simon Cowell and the Top Gear team. She has delivered editorial training at 

The Telegraph newspaper and the World Association of Newspapers, and taught journalism at 

Middlesex University and for NATO. Recently, Mhairi has led online projects for Disney, focusing on 

child safety on the web, and trained Producers for the Malta Broadcasting Authority. 

 

Zoë Howe is a writer and journalist. Her current projects include a film and book about the life and 

work of X-Ray Spex singer Poly Styrene. Previous books include rock ‘n’ roll novel Shine On, 

Marquee Moon, shortlisted for the Virginia Prize for Fiction in 2016, the bestselling Stevie Nicks – 

Visions, Dreams And Rumours, Barbed Wire Kisses – The Jesus and Mary Chain Story, Typical Girls? 

The Story Of The Slits and Florence + The Machine – An Almighty Sound, among other titles. Zoë 

produced and presented 'City By City' on Resonance FM. She is The Blues Magazine’s resident ‘rock 

‘n’ roll agony aunt', and has been commissioned by The Roundhouse to write for the punk section of 

their anniversary website. 

 
 

Previous skills, knowledge or experience 

None required. Our course is designed for anyone who wants to develop journalism and produce 

effective copy for a variety of platforms. 

 

Equipment and wifi 

A laptop or similar device is required. If you’d prefer not to bring your own device, we will provide 

Chromebooks for you to work on while at the Library. We’ll connect to the Library’s public wifi. 

 

Facilities and refreshments 

On Sunday 4 February, participants will gain early entry to the British Library via Gate 5 on Midland 

Road. Please meet at Gate 5 from 10.15 on the day. 
 

Tea, coffee and biscuits will be provided in the morning; participants should make their own 

arrangements for lunch. Wine and soft drinks will be offered during our final hour. 

 
 


